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Abstract 

The production of genetically-modified (GM) crops has increased rapidly over the last 10 years.  The possibility of 
GM crops mixing with conventional or organic crops is becoming a problem and estimating the adventitious pres-
ence of GM seeds into conventional crop harvests presents a challenge. In this study we used outputs from a previ-
ously developed computer model for gene flow between GM and conventional oilseed rape to construct relational 
classification trees that predict the adventitious presence of GM seeds in the central field of a large-risk field pattern 
as a function of cultivation practices. Unlike propositional data mining methods, relational methods (relational classi-
fication trees) enable us to examine the relations among fields, for example, the influence of the neighbouring fields 
on the adventitious presence of GM seeds in a given field. For that purpose we used the relational data mining sys-
tem TILDE. 

1. Introduction 
Genetically-modified (GM) crops in Europe were first introduced for commercial production in 1996. 
Since then the planted area has increased rapidly. The first GM varieties were engineered to tolerate herbi-
cides and/or resist pests. Crops carrying genes coding for herbicide tolerance were developed so that farm-
ers could spray their fields with non-selective herbicides to eliminate weeds irrespective of species and 
stage without damaging the crop. Pest-resistant crops have been engineered to contain a gene for a protein 
from the soil bacterium, Bacillus thurigiensis, which is toxic to certain pests. This protein, referred to as 
Bt, is produced by the plant, thereby making it resistant to insect pests like the European Corn Borer (Os-
trinia nubilalis) or Cotton Boll Worm (Helicoverpa zea). So the main purpose of growing genetically 
modified crops is not to achieve higher yields, but to reduce producers’ inputs and operating costs. 

However, GM crops were not primarily developed with environmental benefit in mind and the introduc-
tion of transgenic crops and foods into the existing food production system has generated a number of 
questions about possible negative consequences. The main concern about GM crops today is the co-
existence issue, i.e., the possibility of GM seeds mixing with conventional or organic crops of the same 
species. GM crops can contaminate other crops simply by pollen being blown by wind from one field to 
another. In addition, seed persistence in time and, to a lesser degree, seed immigration from neighbour 
fields, road margins or agricultural tools also contribute to gene flow. 

To estimate the rate of adventitious presence of GM varieties in non-GM crops and to compare the ef-
fects of changing farming practises, a computer simulation model GENESYS was developed (Colbach, 
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2001a, 2001b). GENESYS’s purpose is to rank cropping systems according to their probability of gene 
flow between genetically modified and non-genetically modified oilseed rape, via pollen dispersal and 
volunteers. GENESYS predicts the level of harvest contamination of conventional oilseed rape crops by 
genetically modified rape seeds. 

The dataset produced by GENESYS was previously analysed using propositional data mining tech-
niques (Ivanovska et al., 2006), where it was shown that the cropping techniques of a field (sowing date 
and density) have the biggest influence on its contamination with GM content. However, our assumption 
was that the contamination of a field with GM seeds depends on the cropping techniques and crops grown 
in the surrounding fields (e.g., the level of contamination of a field may be influenced by the crop grown 
in or the level of contamination of its neighbouring fields). So it seems worthwhile to exploit neighbour-
hood relations in the predictive model and create a relational representation of the problem. Therefore, in 
this study we investigate the use of relational data mining to analyze a dataset produced by GENESYS. 
For that purpose we used the relational data mining system TILDE (Blockeel, 1998). 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the GENESYS simulation 
model. Section 3 discusses the dataset used in our study, as well as the relational data mining methods 
used for the analysis. The experimental setup and results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes 
and gives directions for further work. 

2. The GENESYS simulation model 
The computer model GENESYS is used to asses the probable effects of changing farming practices on 
contamination rates of oilseed rape crops by extraneous genes. GENESYS (Colbach, 2001a, 2001b) was 
developed by INRA (French National Institute for Agronomy Research) to rank cropping systems accord-
ing to their probability of gene flow from herbicide-tolerant winter oilseed rape to rape volunteers and 
neighbour crops, both in time via seeds and in space via pollen and seeds. The model works for seed as 
well as crop production. GENESYS integrates various input variables: 
• The field plan of the region, comprising cultivated fields as well as uncultivated field- and road-
margins (hence "borders"). Borders consist of strips of spontaneous vegetation where rape volunteers can 
appear, produce pollen and seeds that are dispersed to fields and other borders, 
• The crop rotation of each field, 
• The cultivation techniques applied to each crop (summer tillage, primary tillage and tillage for seed 
bed preparation, sowing date and density, herbicide applications, cutting dates and seed loss at rape har-
vest) as well as the management of the borders (herbicides and/or cutting), and 
• The type of the simulated gene (dominant A or recessive a), the genotype of the rapeseed varieties and 
the self-pollination rates, pollen emission and yield productions. 
The model is based on the life-cycle of oilseed rape, which concerns both cropped and volunteer rape 
plants, starting with the seed bank at harvest and determining seedling emergence. Some of these seed-
lings become adults, flower and produce new seeds, part of which replenish the seed bank at the end of the 
season. The relationships between the various life-stages depend on the crop grown in the field and on the 
cultivation techniques used to manage the crops. The model calculates for each stage of the annual rape-
seed life-cycle and for each field or border the number of individuals per m2 (number of seeds in the seed 
bank, of seedlings etc.) and the proportions of these individuals with and without transgenes (i.e., the con-
tamination with GM seeds). During flowering and seed production, pollen and seeds are exchanged be-
tween fields and/or borders, depending on field areas, shapes and distances. 
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3. Materials and methods 

3.1 Dataset 
The aim of our analysis was to estimate how the properties of the farming region and the cropping system 
influence the rate of contamination on non-GM crops with GM seeds. The focus of the analysis was on 
predicting the rate of adventitious presence of GM seeds in the central field of a large-risk field pattern, 
showed in Figure 1 (small and rectangular central field - number 14 - surrounded by large neighbour 
fields). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1 
Large-risk field plan. Outcrossing rate for the central field (dark-shadowed field with number 14) was pre-
dicted. Neighbour fields are numbered from 1 to 13 and 15 to 35; borders are numbered from 36 to 56 and 

are small grass strips between cultivated fields (Colbach et al., 2005). 

 
The dataset used in this analysis was based on simulations used for sensitivity analysis of GENESYS to 
field pattern characteristics (Colbach et al., 2005) and maximises pollen and seed input into the central 
field. Each simulation starts with an empty soil seedbank and lasts for 25 years. Each year, the crops and 
the management techniques for crops were chosen randomly, as well as the genetic variables describing 
the oilseed rape varieties. The only exception was the crop grown during the 25th year in the central field 
which was always non-GM oilseed rape. Our target variable was the rate of harvest contamination (adven-
titious presence of GM seeds) in this crop. 100 000 simulations were performed. Of the 25 simulated years 
of each simulation, full details were kept only for the last 4 years. 

According to previous analyses of factors for presence and abundance of GM oilseed rape (Colbach et 
al., 2005; Debeljak et al., 2006), GM oilseed rape was most likely to be present if a previous GM oilseed 
rape had been grown in the same field. Having this in mind, we filtered the dataset originally consisting of 
100,000 examples, excluding the examples in which there was GM oilseed rape grown on the target field 
in the last four years. The reason to do this was to avoid generating very obvious rules (for example: if 
there was GM oilseed rape on the target field in the last four years, the probability that it will now be con-
taminated is almost 100%) and try to see what is the interaction between the neighbouring fields. At the 
end the dataset consisted of 64,877 examples formulated as described previously. 
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3.2 Relational Data Mining: Relational Classification Trees 
Most data mining algorithms assume that the input data is stored in a single table where each example is 
represented by a fixed number of attributes. These techniques are called attribute-value or propositional 
techniques because the patterns found can be expressed in propositional logic. Propositional data mining 
techniques (such as classification or regression decision trees) are popular, mainly because they are effi-
cient, easy to use and are widely accessible. In practice, however, the single table assumption turns out to 
be a limiting factor for many data mining tasks that involve data residing in multiple related tables. An 
example of such a problem is the analysis of co-existence of GM and non-GM crops in a region with 
many fields, where there is a need to examine the relations among the fields, and thus a need to use rela-
tional data mining techniques. 

Data scattered over multiple relations (or tables) can be analyzed by conventional data mining tech-
niques, by transforming it into a propositional table (attribute-value representation). This process is called 
propositionalization and it allows a wide choice of robust and well known algorithms. On the other hand, 
the multi-relational approach takes into account the structure of the original data by providing functional-
ities to navigate relational structure in its original format and generate potentially new forms of evidence 
not readily available in a flattened single table representation. 

Since decision tree induction is one of the major approaches to data mining, upgrading this approach to 
a relational setting has been of great importance. Like in the propositional case, a table or relation is given, 
which contains at least two columns where the IDs of the examples and the values of the target variable 
are stored. An example of such a relation is target(Field1, contaminated), which means that the field 
whose ID is 1, is labelled as contaminated. In addition, a set of background knowledge predi-
cates/relations, stored in other tables, may be given. 

Relational classification trees have much the same structure as propositional classification trees. Like 
classification trees, they predict the value of a dependent variable (class) from the values of a set of inde-
pendent variables (attributes). Both types of classification trees have a test in each inner node that tests the 
value of a certain attribute and compares it with a constant, while leaf nodes give a classification that ap-
plies to all instances that reach the leaf. To classify an unknown instance, it is routed down the tree ac-
cording to the outcomes of tests in successive nodes, and when a leaf is reached the instance is classified 
according to the class assigned to the leaf. On Figure 2 we show an example of the structure of a proposi-
tional classification tree. 

 
 

Sowing date  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2 

A simplified example of propositional classification tree predicting whether the central field in a large-risk 
field plan is contaminated with GM crops. Sooner sowing date and GM oilseed rape grown in the field not 
more than 4 years ago lead to contamination with GM crops. If the sowing date of the field is later or there 

are more than 4 years since the last GM crop grown, the field is predicted to be not contaminated.  
 

Last GM OSR no 

yes 

<258 >258 

<4 >4
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The major difference between propositional and relational classification trees is in the tests that can ap-
pear in the internal nodes. In the propositional case, the tests compare the value of a variable (property of 
the object) to a value, while in the relational case, the test can also refer to background knowledge rela-
tions or tables. For example, if Field1 already occurs in the tree, the test neighbour(Field1, Field2, nobor-
der) and lastOSR(Field2, GM, NonGM), GM<2 examines whether there exists a field Field2, which is a 
neighbour of Field1 with no border between (they are contiguous and have no field margin in between) 
and which had its last GM oilseed rape crop grown two years ago.  

An example of a relational classification tree for predicting the contamination of the central field of a 
large-risk field plan is given in Figure 3. The top node of the tree calls the target field fieldA (target-
Field(FieldA)) and checks whether the sowing date of that field in the present year (year 0) is before the 
252th day of the year (fieldDataYear(FieldA,0,Crop,SowingDate), SowingDate<252). If not, then the field 
is predicted not to be contaminated. If yes, there is another test that checks if the sowing date of FieldA in 
the present year is before the 233th day of the year. If it is the case, then the field is predicted to be con-
taminated. If not, then the contamination depends on whether the target field has a neighbouring field with 
which it does not have a border (neighbour(FieldA,FieldB,noborder)), that had GM oilseed rape in the 
previous year (fieldDataYear(FieldB,1,gm-OSR,SowingDate)). 

Relational decision trees can be easily transformed into first-order decision lists, i.e., ordered lists of re-
lational rules. When applying a decision list to an example, we always take the first rule that applies and 
return the answer produced. A decision list is produced by traversing the relational decision tree in a 
depth-first fashion, going down left branches first. At each leaf, a rule is output that contains the prediction 
of the leaf and all the conditions along the left (yes) branches leading to that leaf. 

For the purpose of our analysis, we used the system TILDE for building relational classification trees. 
TILDE (Blockeel et al., 1998) is a relational top-down induction of decision trees (TDIDT) algorithm, and 
outputs a first order decision tree, i.e., a decision tree that contains first order (relational) tests in the inter-
nal nodes. 

 
 

 targetField(FieldA) and field-
DataYear(FieldA,0,Crop,SowingDate), SowingDate<252 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3 
An example of relational classification tree predicting whether the central field in a large-risk field plan is 

contaminated with GM crops 
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4. Experiments and results 
In the analysis we used the following representation of the data. The target relation (data label) was  
rateOfAdvPresenceInField(SimulationID, FieldID, RateAdvPres), where RateAdvPres is the target/class 
variable, denoting the rate of adventitious presence of GM varieties of the non-GM field FieldID.      
SimulationID is the number (from 1 to 100 000) of the simulation and FieldID is always 14: in this analy-
sis we were interested in the rate of adventitious presence of GM varieties of the central field of the field 
plan (Figure 1). 

The background relations were related to the cultivation techniques, the year that oilseed rape was last 
planted at a given field, and the geometry of the field plan. In the relation fieldDataYear(SimulationID, 
FieldID, Year, CultivationTechniques), CultivationTechniques is a list of variables describing the cropping 
techniques. Since in our previous analysis (Ivanovska et al., 2006) it was shown that the sowing date and 
the crop are the most important factors that influence the GM/non-GM cross-pollination, we used only 
information about crop and sowing date and ignored the other cropping techniques, like tillage, sowing 
density, efficiency for herbicides on non-GM/GM volunteers, 1st/2nd cutting, harvest loss and grazing. 
Year takes values from [22, 23, 24, 25]. In the relation lastOSR(SimulationID, FieldID, LastGM, Last-
NonGM), LastGM is the last year [1..25] in which GM oilseed rape was grown on FieldID, and Last-
NonGM is the last year in which non-GM oilseed rape was grown on FieldID. 

The relation neighbour(Field1ID, Field2ID, NeighType) holds if the minimum distance between Field1 
and Field2 is zero. If they have a common edge of non-zero length, NeighType is noborder, and if they 
have only one point in common (touching with only one corner), then NeighType is corner. Additional 
information on the area of fields, their mutual distances (average and minimal), and length of the common 
edges was available, but was not used in our analyses. 

For the experiments, we discretized the target attribute in order to obtain a classification problem. If the 
rate of harvest contamination exceeds 0.9%, a threshold value mentioned in EU regulations, the target 
field is considered contaminated, otherwise not. Given the size of the dataset we used a sampling strategy 
to build the tree: at each node only 10 000 examples are used to evaluate the tests and select the best test. 
The minimum number of examples a leaf has to cover was set to 600 and a random proportion of 20% of 
the data was set aside as a validation set for pruning. 

We tried the following experimental settings: 
• Propositional: besides the target relation rateOfAdvPresenceInField(SimulationID, FieldID, RateAd-

vPres), only (propositional) data for the target field is included (not using any relations among the 
fields), i.e., the following predicates are used: 
• fieldDataYear(FieldID,Year,Crop,SowingDate), for the target field 
• lastOSR(FieldID,LastGM,LastNonGM), for the target field 

• Neighbour: the same relations were used as in the Propositional setting, but now other fields are in-
troduced via the neighbour relation, starting at the target field: 
• neighbour(Field1ID, Field2ID, NeighType) 

For each of these settings, we report the tree size (number of nodes) and the predictive performance, meas-
ured by a three-fold cross-validation in Table 1. 
 

 PROPOSITIONAL NEIGHBOUR 
TREE SIZE 15 13 
ACCURACY 78.35% 79.66% 

Table 1 
TILDE’s experimental results 
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The predictive performance of the two experimental settings was measured by a three-fold crossvalidation, 
resulting in accuracy of 78.35% for the Propositional setting and 79.66% for the Neighbour setting. 

The relational classification trees were transformed into rules (for easier interpretation). Since there is 
one rule for each leaf node in the tree, from the Propositional setting there are 15 rules, and from the 
Neighbour setting there were 13 rules extracted. In addition we present an example of a rule extracted 
from the relational classification tree obtained in the Propositional setting: 

 
contamination([neg]):-targetfield(T), fieldDataYear(T, 25, Crop, SowingDate), SowingDate<252,                           

lastOSR(T, Gm, NonGm), Gm<20 
 

The interpretation of the rule is as follows: target field will be predicted as not contaminated, if the sow-
ing date in the present year is before the 252nd day of the year (9 September) and the last GM-oilseed rape 
grown on it was before year 20, i.e., there are more than 5 years since there was GM-oilseed rape on that 
field. 

The next rule is an example obtained from the Neighbour setting: 
 

contamination([pos]):-targetField(T), fieldDataYear(T, 25, Crop, SowingDate), SowingDate<252,                           
neighbour(T, FieldA, noborder), fieldDataYear(FieldA, 24, gm-OSR, SowingDate) 

 
The above rule states that if the sowing date of the target field in the present year is before the 252nd day 

of the year (9 September) and it has a neighbouring field (FieldA) with which it does not have border 
(they are contiguous), and the neighbouring field had GM-OSR last year, then the target field is predicted 
to be contaminated.  

The results from the analysis in every experimental setting showed that the most important attribute for 
determining the contamination of the target field is the sowing date (measured in numbers of days since 1st 
of January) as was also shown in (Ivanovska, 2006) and (Colbach, 2005). The presented relational rule can 
be interpreted as follows: if the sowing date of the target field in the present year is before the 252nd day of 
the year and it has a neighbouring field (FieldA) with whom it does not have border (they are next to each 
other), and the neighbouring field had GM-OSR last year, then the target field is predicted to be contami-
nated. 
From the results and the comparison of the accuracies of the relational to the propositional experiments we 
have noticed that the relational models provided small improvement over the propositional models of 1%. 
The main reason for this is the nature of the simulation data we used which did not use the advantages of 
the relational learning in their full. We believe that varying the target field and field plan will be more ef-
fective and will yield larger improvements over the propositional model. 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper we presented the use of relational data mining for analysing an output of a complex simula-
tion model GENESYS. For the purpose of our analysis we used a large-risk field plan and learned to pre-
dict the contamination of the central field with GM seeds from the cropping systems and farming practices 
for the central fields and its neighbours. To build relational classification trees, we used the first-order de-
cision tree learning system TILDE. 

We tried different experimental settings constructing classical (propositional) trees, using information 
about the target field only, as well as relational trees, exploiting the relations among fields. The classifica-
tion accuracies obtained were around 80%, with the relational approach achieving a higher (although only 
by 1%) accuracy. The learned model also clearly made use of the relational aspects, referring to the prop-
erties of and farming practices applied to the neighbouring fields of the target (central) field. 
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While data analysis and data mining methods had previously been used to analyze the output of simula-
tion models for studying the co-existence of GM and non-GM crops, the use of relational learning meth-
ods is a novelty and a unique contribution of our study. The relational learning methods allow us to use the 
relational aspects, both spatial and temporal, of the information concerning the field plan and farming 
practices applied to the field in it. 

Further work in improving the relational over propositional models should include performing more ex-
periments with GENESYS using different field plans, as well as different target fields within each field 
plan, in order to exploit the advantages of the relational learning. Besides that, another direction for further 
work would be to use the same approach of relational learning, to analyse the simulation results of other 
models designed to study the co-existence of GM and non-GM crops. 
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